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Description: EZdrummer 2 takes the process of creating drum parts to a new level. As in the game "EZBulletin", the quality of your composition
depends entirely on the talent and professionalism of the drummer. Try to arrange a real "drummer concert" in the studio! Thus, you can record
your composition within a few days, and then distribute the recording on many well-known sites on the Internet. The built-in "remix" mode in

EZbuilder 2 will allow you to select and record your best drums right during the track. There is also a mode of "printing" tracks. In this mode, you
can create completely new, unused themes.In this mode, you have to record your own composition in such a way that it matches the musical style of

each specific track that you recorded while listening. I myself am a fan of Roger Waters, and I like the whole huge rock party of Rage of the
Nerds...History of Rage 2 Bio "Last year there was a revolution in the field of track editors! We changed our approach to the sound card! The

possibilities of multi-track and composite editors were implemented, as well as new functionality. Thanks to these changes, the quality, variety and
interestingness of working with music has significantly increased, and the complexity in editing is gradually decreasing." WHY RAGE OF THE

NERD? "We realized that the game needed new drivers and genre changes. In line with our new approach to music production, we have built a new
mixing platform, bringing together all the software that exists today in one product. " HIGHEST PROGRAMMERS IN RUSSIA "The main task of
the foundation is to preserve and develop the unique Russian musical past, to study the most prominent performers and styles of the foreign and our

past. We support those groups and creative initiatives that develop and popularize Russian music. In our arsenal we have electronic and analog
instruments, unique optical and acoustic systems and players for discos, which have no analogues..." "Europe Edition" "You can freely host your

music in the European space. Connect with fans through a local online service or upload your tracks to the "World Music Site". In Europe, you will
find hundreds of web music services available to you no matter where you are
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